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Abstract
A study of how couples choose a restaurant finds a two-step process, in which each partner determines an individual util i
for a particular restaurant's attributes and then the two partners negotiate a joint family utility for those attributes . T
examine this negotiation process, the study used discrete choice analysis among sixty-eight families in a major metropol i
area in southern India . Each partner was separately presented a set of "restaurant" choices based on seven restaura
attributes with numerous different levels . Once that choice was made individually, the couples were then invited
choose "restaurants" jointly, again using the seven attributes . The study found that part of the negotiation involves e a
partner's divergent mental budget for family entertainment, as compared with a separate individual entertainment bud g
In finalizing the negotiation, the two partners seek to maximize their utility on attributes that are personally importan t
they achieve a joint decision . Spouses who each have an external income source tended to have matched bargaining powe
while the negotiation patterns for families with one breadwinner were more variable .
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Consumers' decision regarding which restaurant to patron-
ize is usually made jointly when a couple, family, or grou p
is involved . In this study, we examine the decision dynam-
ics of married couples . Our model takes into account th e
varying individual preferences for a restaurant in the cou-
ple's decision (Arora 2006 ; Arora, Allenby, and Ginter
1998 ; Ferber and Lee 1974) . We believe that the couple' s
decision regarding a restaurant to patronize for dinner wil l
be taken by one partner based on interaction with the other.
This interaction and decision will be influenced by the cou-
ple's preference structure and budgetary consideration s
(Foxmann, Tansuhaj, and Ekstrom 1989 ; Hopper, Burns ,
and Sherrell 1989) . In studying couples, we acknowledg e
that the partners will have a different budget and prefer-
ences for their individual consumption than they do fo r
their family consumption (Kenkel 1961 ; Ott 1992), and
still different preferences when making a group choic e
decision (Aribarg, Arora, and Kang 2009 ; Corfman 1991 ;
J . H . Davis 1973) .

In this paper, we present a conceptual framework and a
mathematical model of a couple's buying decision, whic h
takes into account the two partners' relative influence an d
their different budget allocation for the family dinner (a s
distinct from individual dining) . One purpose of this frame -
work and model is to take into account factors in the family

purchase decision that have either been neglected by m
keting researchers or addressed in isolation . These issu
include (1) how consumers' preferences during a jo i
decision-making process differ from preferences cons '
ered in individual decision making, (2) how their util i
structure changes during interaction in a joint decisio n
compared with an individual purchase decision, and (3) t
relative bargaining power of the two partners . Although o
study examines the decision regarding a restaurant meal ,
applies to other entertainment choices . As married coupl
make joint decisions, we gathered both individual ch o
data and joint purchase decision data for empirical vali d
tion . This study makes a contribution to the literatur e
family buying behavior by considering this as an intragr o
bargaining problem, in which each individual bargains wh i
submitting his or her own preferences . This study predi c
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that the individuals will submit changed preferences t o
maximize their own utility from the group choice outcome .
Not surprisingly, the study reveals that the joint choice out -
comes differ from each partner's individual choice outcomes
due to one partner's expectations of the utility of the othe r
partner, and their relative bargaining power.

Theoretical Background
of Family Decision Making
Studies examining a family's joint buying decision proces s
have considered the following three aspects : the role of
individual family members (Aribarg, Arora, and Kang
2009; M. A. Belch, Belch, and Sciglimpaglia 1980 ; Bloo d
and Wolfe 1960), exchange of information among famil y
members (Alderson 1957 ; Fry 1967 ; Morgan 1961 ; Szybill o
and Sosanie 1977), and individual differences in interest ,
motives, and the value ascribed to various family members '
preferences (Arora 2006 ; Arora, Allenby . and Ginter 1998 ;
Bott 1957 ; Coulson 1966 ; Morgan 1961) .

Researchers have also explored factors affecting cou-
ples' decision making. These factors include individua l
spouses' personality traits, lifestyle, and knowledge of prod -
uct attributes (Arora, Allenby, and Ginter 1998 ; Bott 1957 ;
Heer 1963 ; Lu 1952 ; Nicosia 1966) ; the role of spouses ,
especially wives, in family decision making (Hempel 1975 ;
Litvin, Xu, and Kang 2004 ; Zober 1964) ; family lifestyle,
career of spouses, and consumers' desires (Bell 1958 ;
Wilkening 1954) ; and the effect of gender, social class, pee r
group influence, and ethnic background (Alexander 1947 ;
Bell 1958 ; D. J . Burns 1992; Glock and Nicosia 1964 ;
Hempel 1974 ; Neiman 1954) .

The selection of a restaurant is one of many join t
entertainment-product purchase decisions made by family
members (Aribarg, Arora, and Kang 2009 ; G . E . Belch, Belch ,
and Ceresino 1985 ; M . A . Belch . Belch, and Sciglimpagli a
1980 ; H . L . Davis 1976 ; Douglas 1983 ; Spiro 1983) . While
one spouse may propose a particular restaurant, the pur-
chase decision may be subjected to intrafamily bargaining
due to budget constraints or menu preferences . Each spouse
assesses the utility of the entertainment product 	 both fro m
the point of view of the individual's consumption and th e
family's consumption (Wolgast 1958) . If one spouse ha s
higher earnings, that person is expected to have a highe r
threshold for individual consumption of entertainmen t
goods as compared with the low-earning spouse . In any
event, one can anticipate the existence of both noncoopera-
tive and cooperative bargaining in the purchase decision
(Chen and Woolley 2001 ; Ott 1992) .

Several studies on joint decision making (Arora an d
Allenby 1999 ; Kim, Manila, and Baloglu2011 : Krishnamurthy
1988 ; Rao and Steckel 1991) have found that famil y
members must address differences in their preference s
and knowledge of the product that they propose to buy .
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Krishnamurthy (1988) used conjoint analysis to examin e
individual and joint preferences and predict joint decision s
regarding the choice of a job for MBA students at a major
private university in the United States, including both th e
desires of the students and their guardians . However, thes e
studies consider only the knowledge and influence of th e
members of the family on the complete product, rather tha n
accounting for family members' varying assessment an d
knowledge of individual product attributes . Thus, this het-
erogeneity was included in our model . A more practica l
approach in group decision making is to measure attribute -
specific influence and consumer-level heterogeneit y
through hierarchical Bayes modeling (Arora and Allenb y
1999 ; Aribarg, Arora, and Kang 2009 ; Aribarg, Arora, and
Onur Bodur 2002) . The resulting model accounted for a n
individual family member's knowledge about a particular
attribute, which influences the family purchase decision .

In the process of modeling group purchase decisions ,
marketing researchers considered one family member's use
of power to change another member's attitude, belief, an d
behavior so that it coincides with his or her own intende d
direction, albeit in a fragmented way (D . J . Burns 1992;
Corfman and Lehmann 1987 ; Filiatrault and Brent Ritchi e
1980 ; Gary and Mayhew 1970) . Although these researcher s
did not investigate power in relation to social choice the-
ory (Emerson 1972) or bargaining theory (Bacharach an d
Lawler 1981 ; A . C . Bums and Ortinau 1979), they did con-
sider the potential effectiveness perceived by one member
for using his or her power on another member, and the cos t
and value associated with successfully implementing tha t
power .

It is natural that a joint buying decision might involv e
some amount of conflict (Buss and Schaninger 1983 ; Quall s
1988) due to different buying motives and the evaluation o f
alternative choices (Seth 1974 ; Shepherd and Woodruff
1988) . Economic literature gives evidence of the presenc e
of bargaining behavior in family decision making (Che n
and Woolley 2001 ; Harsanyi 1955: Keeney and Raffi a
1993 ; Nash 1950) . Moreover, social choice theory does not
assume that all family decisions are taken with total agree-
ment of family members (Ott 1995) . Researchers (Chen an d
Woolley 2001 ; Warman, Woolley, and Worswick 2006 )
opined that each family member maximizes his or her own
utility, although the family members are interdependent .

Knowing about the above dynamics is valuable in under -
standing the restaurant decision, including intrafamily bar -
gaining, individual preference elicitation, budget constraints ,
and estimates of each partner's utilities both at the individ-
ual level and the household level . Such knowledge will help
restaurant marketers ensure acceptance of new and improve d
restaurant offerings by making certain that product commu -
nication specifically addresses each individual spouse' s
needs (particularly if spouses have separate utility func-
tions) . Marketers should also benefit from knowing about
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the extent of bargaining in a restaurant-selection decision .
We have not seen research that addresses these issues .
Consequently, we propose and empirically test a conceptua l
framework of couples' joint restaurant purchase decision ,
considering intrafamily bargaining arising from individu-
als' varied preferences and budget allocations . The mode l
deals with each partner's initial preference and reveals how
these preferences are modified when it comes to joint buy-
ing decision . Based on the theoretical framework, we
develop the mathematical model to estimate the utilities an d
show that (1) each family member has an individual utilit y
function that may be different from his or her joint utilit y
function, (2) there are two types of bargaining behavior in a
family purchase decision, and (3) the earning status of eac h
partner has significant influence in the family buying deci-
sion (i .e ., whether one partner or both are breadwinners) .

We consider the following assumptions to develop th e
model :

1. Private consumption is independent between the
family members, so that one partner gains no util-
ity from the other partner's personal consumption .

2. The price vectors of personal entertainment good s
and family entertainment goods are the same fo r
both partners .

3. Income of a spouse who does not have an externa l
source of earning comes from a transfer of mone y
from the breadwinner spouse .

4. We consider that bargaining happens only during
the purchase decision (expenditure) and not when
the individuals' budgets are set .

5. Individuals' utility varies due to their change d
product preference arising from actual change i n
the product attribute combinations and not merel y
the change in their perception about a particular
product attribute in two different consumptio n
situations (one individual and one family) .

The rest of the paper is divided into three sections . The
first section develops a theoretical framework describin g
each spouse's preference revision and bargaining activit y
while revealing the preference during the interaction of
joint decision making . The second section describes the
experimental choice design and data collection procedure .
The last section discusses model estimation and the bar -
gaining power of each member of three randomly selecte d
families and illustrates how his or her individual prefer-
ences influenced the joint decision making of the family .
Finally, we offer implications of our study .

Conceptual Model Framework
Researchers in economic science have identified famil y
bargaining as both a social issue (Ott 1992 ; Woolley and

Phipps 2008) and an economic issue (Lancaster 1966 ; Ott
1992) . For instance, Ott (1992) illustrated that noncoopera
tive bargaining occurs when the family members choo s
their strategies independent of each other, which therefo r
may not be taken simultaneously . In this scenario, a deci
sion is reached when a mutual best option is arrived at . I
the preference submission is simultaneous for all membe
of the family, then Ott concluded that the probability o
selection of any alternative is equal . However, Ott did n
see simultaneous suggestions occurring in reality .

Other studies considered individuals' budget restricti o
while modeling consumption of family and personal go o
(Lundberg, Pollak, and Wales 1997 ; Pollak 1988, 2003
Woolley 2008) . They showed that the family decision c a
be modeled most effectively with the individual util i
function of each member rather than a common utility fun c
tion. These authors further found that external earni n
status influences spousal bargaining behavior, renderi n
cooperative behavior less prominent when both spouses ar
breadwinners . Chen and Woolley (2001) stated that equilib
rium points in noncooperative family bargaining are oft e
not Pareto optimal, as both spouses can gain by agreement .
Many authors (Bohlmann et al . 2006; Corfman an
Lehmann 1987 ; Lackman and Lanasa 1993) have argue
that the impetus toward equilibrium is self-enforcin g
each person maximizes his or her well-being, and maximi
zation of joint utility may not necessarily maximize indi-
vidual utility . This logic leads to the understanding that
family members can increase their utility by negotiatio n
and agreement. Cooperative bargaining behavior, however
is more prominent with a single breadwinner, in p a
because the nonearning spouse has fewer outside optio n
Economic literature suggests that a bargaining proce s
becomes cooperative when the family members can com-
municate with each other and come to an agreement that i s
binding to all (Bergstorm 1996 ; Lundberg and Pollak 1994) .
The literature also suggests that cooperative bargaining
often results in a Pareto optimal decision (Su, Fern . and Y e
2003), because the members who stand to lose more in case
of any disagreement agree to an implicit contract .

Eliciting Individual Preferenc e
and Influence in Joint Decisio n
The purchase decisions of entertainment products largel y
depend on the budget of an individual consumer and his
or her preference for several attributes of the product .
However, one's personal utility is the sum of the utility that
one gets from the family purchase and from individua l
goods (Chen and Woolley 2001 ; Hauser and Urban 1986) .
Similarly, in addition to the bundle of family goods, a con-
sumer has a budget allocation for his or her personal goods .

In this framework, we focus on (1) each spouse's indi-
vidual preference, which is his or her true preference ;
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Exhibit 1 :
Theoretical Diagram of Individual Preference and Influence on Joint Purchase Decision .

Entertainment product
attribut e

Own entertainmen t
budget and famil y

budge t

Other spouse' s
preference

Previou s
information about
wife's preference

Previou s
information abou t
husband' s
preference

Husband's State d
Preference

Wife's Stated
Preferenc e
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(2) information about each partner's preference based o n
which one revises his or her submitted preference ; and
(3) each individual's bargaining behavior due to individua l
preference and budget constraint to arrive at joint purchase
decision . The theoretical framework is shown in Exhibit 1 .
Although the framework is essentially developed for tw o
spouses who jointly decide on a product, it can be extende d
to considering children's participation .

In the first stage, the spouses assume that they would
have their initial preference, which is their true preferenc e
for the attributes of the product they plan to buy (U an d
Uf) . Each spouse's initial preferences are formed based o n
his or her preferences for product attributes and budget, a s
well as the other spouse's preference . In the second stage ,
which involves spousal interaction, the two partners bar-
gain, change their preferences, and submit a revised prefer-
ence . They thus make a joint decision, and joint utility i s
thus derived (n) .

This model considers that each family member has a n
entertainment expense "budget" comprising personal enter-
tainment expense and family entertainment expense . The
amount spent on the family's purchase of such product s
may be subjected to one's budget constraint . Each member
in the family will have different budget allocations for per-
sonal entertainment and family entertainment . In the budge t
allocation decision, every member of the family would allo-
cate his or her entertainment budget in a personal budget

and a household budget . For this reason, we separated the
budget amounts in the survey questions where the respon-
dents were required to segregate their personal budget an d
family budget for entertainment . We also asked whether
income is transferred from one spouse to the other spouse .

For the model's joint utility function, we include bar -
gaining behavior caused by budget constraints of an indi-
vidual member, relative bargaining power, and preferenc e
intensity . Each member of the family allocates a certai n
amount of money, S, to spend on private entertainmen t
goods and family entertainment goods :

S; =I pil e

where i = male or female spouse, P° = the price vectors of
family entertainment goods, P ' = the price vectors of per-
sonal entertainment goods, l° = the quantity vectors of fam -
ily entertainment goods, and = the quantity vector of th e
individual's personal entertainment goods .

As each spouse's utility depends not only on his or her
own utility but also on a portion of the utility of the othe r
member, the individual utility of each member in the famil y
decision can be written a s

Um = u

	

~+sy m [v f (l ° )]

when P°!° + I, P ' 1;, <_ S,,,
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U f =u(l,'.) +vf (l°)+. f [V ~1 0 ~ 1

when 1+IP ' lf <_ S

111

where U = total utilities of the male partner ; Uf = tota l
utilities of the female partner ; 1m 1 = the husband's individua l
personal good consumption ; If = the wife's individual per-
sonal good consumption ; u(i ') = the husband's individua l
personal entertainment utilities ; u(1f) = the wife's individ-
ual personal entertainment utilities ; vm(l°),vf(1°) = each part -
ner's individual utilities for family entertainment ; and
Sm , Sf = each partner's entertainment expenditure .

W m and yf f are the fraction of utility that male and female
spouses enjoy from their partner's utilities of househol d
goods . tJm, yr f vary between 0 and 1 on the assumption that
the utility gained by one partner from the other partner' s
utility is not greater than the other partner's own utility .

The outcome of the family purchase decision is deter-
mined by the two partners' relative influence arising from
their separate preference structure and budget constraints .
Each member attempts to exert bargaining power to gain hi s
or her own utility from the joint purchase . Hence, we writ e
the joint utility of the family a s

U h = Km Um +xf U f +Unexplained residual ,

where Kn and K . are each partner's bargaining power.

Estimating Individual and Join t
Utilities of Family Members
Individual utilities of family members and their joint utilit y
are derived from their selection from a set of alternative
"restaurant" descriptions . Respondents are asked to selec t
the alternative that gives maximum utility among the avail -
able alternatives, and their probability of selecting tha t
alternative is calculated through the following model .

Multinomial logit choice model . The utility of the produc t
attributes is the summed utilities of the selected alternative s
in a particular choice set, denoted by Oa . The choice model
is then developed by combining the utility of the selecte d

alternatives' attributes. As the covariates at the individua l
level need not be full rank for part-worth estimation (Lenk

et al . 1996), a few choice profiles per respondent are goo d

enough for the estimate of an individual part-worth . The

probability that an individual i will select an alternative j

from a choice set containing k alternatives can be given b y

multinomial logit form :

P (j)

	

Exp[X,O , (i, j)]

1,,= 1 Exp [Xg 0 h ( i , g )

when g E C and X = vector of levels of attributes in jt h
alternative, g = index of alternatives in the choice task, C = rth
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choice task containing J alternatives, and O (i j) = part-wort)
vector of attributes for ith respondent for jth alternative ?

Individual-level heterogeneity is assumed to follow mu l
tivariate normal (MVN) distribution, thus0 ; – Normal (0„
and can be expressed through a linear equation :

0 , =AZ, +E . ,

where error follows MVN distribution with a mean o f
and covariance matrix E and where A = vector of ith en d
vidual's mean part-worth ; E = covariance matrix which i
positive, definite, and assumed to be same for all indivi d
als ; A = matrix of regression coefficients ; and Z = vector
explanatory variables that cause heterogeneity . These a
demographic variables (including the budget for individu
entertainment expenses) .

Getting estimates of individual-level utilities becomel
a basic problem in choice-based research due to the neces i
sity of acquiring a minimum amount of individual-level
information (i .e ., data points) required to calculate indi,
vidual part-worth as well as to predict individual prefer
ences . This is due to the fact that the large number o'.
attributes with many levels calls for a large amount o;
data to make an estimate . Pooling information at ar
aggregate level is inadequate because it assumes that util +
ities are the same across all respondents . Instead, earl
individual has specific preferences for each attribute o
the product, as well as having separate budget constraint:
for themselves and for the family . Hence, an estimation o :
individual-level information is necessary for a bett e
understanding of consumer preferences and the purchas e
decision .

Individual Estimates
Using Hierarchical Bayes
A hierarchical Bayes analysis helps in estimating individua l
specific utilities using aggregate-level information undo
limited data (Allenby and Ginter 1995 ; Lenk et al . 199 6
Rossi, Allenby, and McCulloch 2005). As we estimate
individual-level utilities and preferences, we consider th a
the likelihood of individual utility vectors and the commo t
utility vector of mixing distribution (known as "hyper
parameter") can be written as

L(I0,1,T)=P(datalO , , T)=

	

P data 0 P O, T ,

where N = total number of family members, N = the it h
member of the family in total, 0 , = utility vector of an ind i
vidual family member, I0 , } = 'set of utility vector of a
family members, T = hyper-parameter (i .e ., a common util
ity vector estimated at group level), and P(0_T) = the pri o
(mixed distribution) of individual utility vector conditio n
on T .
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Given the joint prior of utility vector A of the ith member
in the group, the posterior distribution can be written a s

P(0,,0 2 ,0,, . . ., 0

HP(y;

	

) xP~0 ,0„0 , . . .,0 .It) ,

where r is hyper-parameter on which the prior distributio n
is based, and (y l , y 2 .y 3 , y') are the data vectors of N
members, which are independent of each other . The avail -
ability of insufficient data at the individual level makes th e
specification of functional form and prior hyper-parameter s
important for an analysis at the individual level . This pro-
cess is useful in choice data sets where many respondent s
evaluate all the alternatives presented .

Huber's (1998) study of hierarchical Bayes analysis a s
against the latent class and aggregate model with surve y
data, and that of Natter and Feurstein (2002), who used real -
world purchase data, revealed that hierarchical Bayes out -
performs the latent class and aggregate models in terms o f
the accuracy of utility estimation (root mean square erro r
[RMSE]) and prediction of holdout choices, as Bayes incor-
porates heterogeneity in the model . They also compared th e
model with RMSE as it was implemented by Lenk et al .
(1996) . It supports the theory that the incorporation of het -
erogeneity in the consumer choice model has higher predic-
tive power .

Experimental Design
of Choice Set s
Although identifying an entertainment product for the pur-
pose of study, the following three aspects were taken int o
consideration : (1) the product features should have varie d
individual preferences, (2) the product should be represen-
tative of the products that call for a consumer's separate
entertainment budget and for a family consumption budget ,
and (3) the product buying decision should have sufficien t
interaction among the spouses so that the bargaining behav-
ior could be observed . We approached ten families durin g
a pre-test to determine the product . We asked these familie s
to name three products that they consume at both the indi-
vidual level and the family level, for which they considere d
the budget separately, and for which they try to achieve
their own preference while buying the product for the fam-
ily . Their three top choices were (1) an outing to a preferred
place, (2) dinner in a restaurant, and (3) a party in a pub . Of
those three, dinner in the restaurant best fit our study crite-
ria . Referring to other studies (Jang and Namkung 2009 ;
Kim and Moon 2009 ; Lewis 1981 ; Verma 2010), we
selected restaurant attributes perceived to be important in
restaurant selection . We conducted four focus group inter-
views to verify these attributes and we found that the attribute s
thus identified conform to those from the earlier studies .
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Based on the focus group interview and the literature, w e
developed seven attributes, each offering from three to six
levels for the choice design . The seven attributes were
(1) inside decor and ambiance, (2) music, (3) food, (4) chef,
(5) serving staff, (6) restaurant brand (as indicated by
various examples), and (7) priceof the dinner, excluding
drinks . So, for example, the chef was one attribute with th e
following four levels : (1) Food is prepared by ordinary
chef, (2) food is prepared by chef from a star-ranked restau-
rant, (3) food is prepared by chef from three-star hotel, and
(4) food is prepared by chef from five-star hotel . Prices
ranged from Rs . 900 (about US$18) per couple to Rs . 2,000
(USS40) . A description of the seven attributes and the lev-
els of each is shown in Appendix A . Note that decor was
depicted by a photo or video . Exhibit 2 shows one of the
many choice tasks .

Choice Design
As the total number of fractional factors is too high t o
execute properly, we employed a random block design that
used twelve random choice tasks and two fixed choice tasks
for each respondent . Consequently, each respondent evalu-
ated fourteen choice tasks, twelve of which were presente d
randomly to avoid order or learning effects (as describe d
below, two tasks occupied fixed positions) . The two fixe d
choice tasks, which are used for validation, are two specifi c
products with attribute levels that are the same in all case s
and can be directly assessed and compared between respon-
dents . These choice tasks are also used for predictive accu-
racy of the model .

Each choice task has two alternatives plus a "none "
option . As depicted in Exhibit 2, each alternative is a com-
plete "restaurant product," with a particular combinatio n
of six product attributes and one price attribute, thus mak-
ing up a restaurant offer . Every respondent received a
unique version of the questionnaire with choice design s
created to allow the choice sets to be grouped to improv e
the measurement effect of attribute levels by ensuring a
high degree of variability in the choice design across the
respondents .

We generated 300 combinations of attribute levels fo r
this study, which is more than the number of respondents .
Through this mechanism, every respondent received his o r
her own unique set of choice tasks .

Before conducting the survey, we tested the efficiency o f
the choice design, especially for main effects, to ensure that
the design is good enough for computation of part-wort h
and to minimize errors . Through several trials of choice
design, we measured the design efficiency through the
square of the ratio between "ideal standard error" an d
"actual standard error ." The test result showed that th e
choice design is 84 percent efficient, which is of apprecia-
ble value .

It
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Exhibit 2 :
Sample Choice Task .

these were your only options, which would you choose

ALTERNATIV E

Senn
Acce r
and T

Part '
Davis
Porbe
Hotel ....
McDG
Sath g

Frie r
4Hott
Cruisi
Asso c
and T
Hote l
SoftvtMagz
Inc . •
Publi'

Internal decor and ambiance : Luxurious,
internal decor with larger table spacin g

rand designed light to suit high-end .
ambiance of the restaurant, as s h

'above photo .
i-t
Music: Live music on stage located in
one side of the restaurant

Food : multicuisin e

hef: Food is prepared by chef from sta g
hated restaurant

,Serving of food : Served by girl s

Restaurant brand : A restaurant c h
like Mainland China .

!Price for dinner of two (excluding

	

1
drink) : Price for dinner is approximately
Rs . 1,400 per couple (i .e ., Rs. 900 for
dinner and Rs. S00 premium fo r

10additional experience as describe d
,above )

Data Collection ,
Analysis, and Discussion

We drew our prospective sample of families from a restau -
rant's customer list and personal suggestions . All prospec-
tive participants lived in the metropolitan area of a city in
southern India . The initial selection of respondents wa s
done using random numbers from the restaurant's list . We

contacted the families via telephone to gain their consent t o
participate . As some questionnaire items are of a personal
nature, we protected respondents' identities by generating a
set of ID numbers that were randomly and confidentiall y
assigned to each respondent . We sent the ID numbers
before sending the link to the questionnaire, and we fol-
lowed up with e-mails to ensure that respondents had no
doubts regarding the purpose of the survey or the appropriat e

Internal decor and ambiance : A cave-like theme,
forest, or aquarium, as shown in the above photo

Music : Live music in the sitting area where singers
sing near the guests .

Food : Special dish as named or described by you .

Chef : Food is prepared by chef from five-star hote l

Serving of food : Serving boys or girls trained an d
dressed to match with the theme of th e
restaurant .

Restaurant brand : A restaurant maintained by
Sheraton .

Price for dinner of two (excluding drink) : Price fo r
a dinner in above restaurant is approximately Rs.
1,800 per couple (i .e ., Rs . 900 for dinner an d
Rs . 900 premium for additional experience a s
described above)
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way to answer it . The ID numbers for each couple wer e
coded so that we could match the three family responses
(i .e ., spouses' two independent responses and one joint
response) . A sample ID is provided in Appendix B .

Data Collection
We received data from sixty-eight of the seventy-fiv e
families who agreed to participate in the study . This sampl e
size is typical for studies investigating family decision
making (D . J . Burns 1992). Both single-earner and dual -
earner families were represented . The age of the respon-
dents ranged between twenty-eight and forty-two years .
Family income ranged between Rs . 350,000 (USS22,000
as per purchasing power parity [PPP]) and Rs .1,500,000
(USS 100,000) . The responses were obtained in two stages .
In Stage I . the husband and wife were asked to give thei r
responses regarding the fourteen choice sets independently ,
without consulting each other at a time when they wer e
alone . In Stage II, they were asked to give their response s
jointly, after they had interacted and discussed their choice -
set preferences with each other and arrived at joint pre-
ferred alternative restaurants, as presented in the fourteen
tasks in each choice set .

Stage I of the survey involved a forty-five-item question-
naire divided into three sections . The first section collected
demographic information, including the individual's monthly
income and expenditure, transfer of income betwee n
spouses, individual and family budget, and the importanc e
of the partner's utility to that spouse . The second section
consists of utility information for each level of all the attri-
butes through preference ratings of each level of all th e
attributes . These preference ratings were multiplied wit h
the weights the respondents provided for each attribute .
Individual preferences for each level of every attribute wer e
indicated on a ten-point scale (1 = least preferred level,
10 = most preferred level) . We summed the relative impor-
tance of the six nonprice attributes on a hundred-point scale .
These two measurements, that is, the weighted preference s
and the summed preference scale, are used to calculate eac h
partner's utility . The third and last part of the questionnaire
consists of the fourteen choice tasks, as described above .

Analysis and Discussion
As we indicated above, we estimated the individual-leve l
part-worth choice model using hierarchical Bayes dat a
analysis . For target distribution, we calculated percent cer-
tainty (the percentage estimate that the solution is bette r
than chance) and root likelihood from likelihood of the data

(Hauser 1978) . In the estimation process of iteration, th e
probability of each respondent choosing a particular alter -
native in each task is calculated through the logit model

using his or her estimate of part-worth . The likelihood is
then calculated as the product of those probabilities over al l
respondents and tasks . As the probability is likely to be an
extremely small value, we take the logarithm of the likeli-
hood and calculate log likelihood. Percent certainty (rang-
ing from zero to one) is the ratio of the difference betwee n
final log likelihood and the log likelihood of a chanc e
model, and the negative of the log likelihood of the chanc e
model . A zero value for this ratio signifies that the mode l
fits the data only at the chance level, while a value of on e
(i .e ., 100%) means that the data fit the model perfectly . The
percent certainty value for this model is 82 .3 percent, indi-
cating a good fit .

After the simulation process has converged, forty num-
bers of iteration values of each respondent's part-worth ar e
saved. The iteration values are saved only after the simula-
tion reached the convergence (18,000,000 iterations ar e
burnt in to ensure that participants are picked up after prope r
convergence of the chain) . This means that for each respon -
dent, each attribute utility is based on forty values that com e
from the same target distribution, which we treat as forty
samples . We selected five families at random for furthe r
analysis (Family 3, Family 15, Family 42, Family 47, an d
Family 72 based on their number from the original 75) . The
iterated sample values are tabulated for each of the fiv e
selected families (i .e ., husband's, wife's, and joint utilities) .
Because the assumption of independence may be weak as
the utility of husband and wife in a family may be corre-
lated, we used a paired sample test to test equality of means
in three of the five families . The families with both spouses
having an external income have a significant difference i n
the utility vector of the husband and the wife for twenty -
seven out of thirty attributes' part-worth utilities in Family
15 and Family 72, and in twenty-five out of the thirty fo r
Family 42 . These findings suggest that in families where
both spouses have external incomes, the partners have sepa -
rate utility functions .

The picture is more complicated in the two families with
one income (the husbands in Family 3 and Family 45) .
Here, we observed that the utilities of levels that have les s
of an entertainment aspect (i .e ., first two levels of each attri -
bute) are not significantly different between the two part-
ners . However, the difference in utility of levels with o f
almost all attributes with high entertainment value (i .e ., the
upper levels of each attribute) is significantly differen t
between husband and wife . Thus, we identify two types o f
utility functions in a single-earner family . In the case of pur -
chases where the rational benefits are higher, the families
have a common utility function, whereas in the case of pur-
chases that contain more of an entertainment component ,
the partners have separate utility functions .

To test whether both noncooperative and cooperativ e
bargaining behavior exists in the family purchase decision,
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Exhibit 3 :
Difference in Individual Utility and Joint Utility of Family Members.

Paired t-Test of Male and Female
Member's Individual Utility for Eac h

Attribute Level

Paired t-Test of Male Member's
Individual Utility and Joint Utility of
the Family for Each Attribute Level

Paired t-Test of Female Member's
Individual Utility and Joint Utilit y
the Family for Each Attribute Leve

Pair Attribute

Family 3
(one spouse
is external

earner)

Family 1 5
(both spouse s
are externa l

earners)

Famil y
72 (bot h

spouses are
external
earners)

Family
3 (one

spouse i s
externa l
earner)

Family
15 (bot h

spouses are
externa l
earners)

Family
72 (both

spouses are
externa l
earners)

Family
3 (on e

spouse i s
externa l
earner)

Family
I5 (both

Family
72 (both

spouses are spouses a
externa l
earners)

external
earners)

No ./Level No. t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Value t-Valu e
Pair 1 / 1 -1 .783 10 .109** 12 .285°` 8 .010** 16 .530'* 2 .044* 11 .494** 4 .455* -1 .267Pair 1 /2 -1 .237 -15 .098** -15.236** 6 .526** -2 .913** -11 .363** 15 .675** 15 .971 ** -1 .56 0Pair 1/3 -0 .062 2 .617* 4 .687** -9.400'* -5 .688** 2 .163* -6 .660** -10.161'0' -0 .39 1Pair 1/4 3 .594** -3 .652** -10.132** -9 .144** -6 .736** -6.204x* -17 .541' -2 .891* -1 .53 5Pair 2/1 -1 .015 10 .744** -21 .825** I2.583** 0 .607 - I2 .840** 9 .961 ** -7 .583** 0 .26 7Pair 2/2 8 .029** -14.324** 12 .724** - 12.474** - 19 .063** 2 .613* -20.508** 0 .558 -3 .225Pair 2/3 -8.936** 3 .163** 9 .867** -3 .460** 13 .285** 20.001** 0 .541 7 .375** 7.65 1Pair 3/1 -1 .153 -6 .640** -I 1 .408** -2 .962** -1 .422 -25 .433** -2.364* 7.277** -5 .61 8Pair 3/2 4 .672** -0 .714 -I 1 .408** -5 .721** -1 .166 4.339'* -7.978** -0 .707 -6 .94Pair 3/3 -5 .333** 3 .950** 10 .989** 0 .867 -2.573* 15 .607* 6 .896** -13 .1 I7** 4 .25 7Pair 3/4 3 .096** 6 .452** 10 .779** 5 .849** 5 .782* 6 .549** 4 .186** 0 .985 9 .50 3Pair 4/1 -0 .720 26 .115** -0.349 0.150 2 .969** 1 .437 1 .120 -23 .688'* -4 .585Pair4/2 -0.047 -19 .034** 13 .555** -0 .471 -10 .539** -3 .891* -0.330 7.973** 4.55 0Pair 4/3 3 .794x* - 11 .486** - I2.664** -0 .612 -6 .892** 4.245** -6 .559** 6 .507** 0.99 7Pair 4/4 -3 .409** 15 .994*'* 5 .424** 0 .852 19 .114** -1 .499 3 .31 I** 11 .332** 0 .65 5Pair 5/1 5 .749'* 21 .723** -3.157x* -2 .804** 9 .221** 1 .541 -9 .509** -8 .562** -0 .09 4Pair 5/2 -3 .205** 14 .627** 1 .486 4.799** 3 .806** -7 .160** 11 .152** -21 .927* -0.37 2Pair 5/3 0.427 -17 .826** -7 .409** -6 .826** -8 .139** I4 .523*` -4.464** 1 .868 25 .194Pair 5/4 -1 .225 -29 .204** -5.344** -0 .025 -2.937' -3 .008** 1 .964 19 .485** -9.12 9Pair 6/1 9 .156'* 18 .720** 3 .727'* 3 .584** I6 .308** 6 .574** -3 .176** -8 .013'* -1 .94 1Pair 6/2 5 .885** -6 .700* 7.424** -2 .1 I9* -4.535** - I3 .377** -5 .822** 2 .572* - 11 .40 8Pair 6/3 -2 .440* - 15 .921 ** -5.375* -3 .666** - I2 .554** 10 .994** -0 .806 4 .971 3 .40 1Pair 6/4 -12.736** 5 .210** 6 .391** 2 .934** 2 .082* -2 .069* 12.322' -4 .902** 0 .65 6Pair 7/1 -0 .780 -17 .419** -14.166** 3 .025** -22 .649** -3 .902 4.390* -3.829' -8 .33 1Pair 7/2 1 .013 -13.127** -2 .333* -2 .011* -5 .781** 9 .905** -3 .447** 10 .064* -4.25 3Pair 7/3 -4 .351 9 .538** -1 .628 - 11 .549** 3 .865** 20 .586* -7.792** -9 .554** -3 .14 6Pair 7/4 0 .747 -0.599 18 .385** 0 .718 -0 .668 -7 .900** -0.200 -0 .221 -0 .34 6Pair 7/5 5 .505* 1 .078 - I0 .256* 10.689 ° 3 .747** -8 .008** 0 .844 3 .217** 0 .15 4Pair 7/6 -6.502** 23 .033' -3 .486** 4 .673** 24 .307** -7 .247** 7.939** -4.692° 0.307"D oPair for 0.302 -12 .938*" -4 .401** 9 .841** -13 .996** -12.381** 9.373** -9.150** -6 .32 9not Buy"

*Significant at <5% level for two-tailed test . *Significant at <1% level for two-tailed test .

we compared the utility of individual partners with their
joint utility, using paired t-tests between the utilities of
each spouse and their joint utility . With one exception
(Family 72's wife), individual spouses' utilities are signifi-
cantly different from their joint utilities (p < 1%) . This
implies the existence of noncooperative bargaining behav-
ior in those families . However, the utilities of "Mrs . 72"

are not significantly different from her joint utilities i
fourteen out of thirty instances . This indicates cooperativ
bargaining behavior, because "Mr . 72" cooperated with hiwife to match her preference in the joint purchase decisi o
Hence, although the test suggests the existence of bo
cooperative and noncooperative bargaining behavior, t h
presence of one or the other may not be based on th
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Exhibit 4:
Bargaining Power of Each Family Member.

Bargaining Power

	

Significance (p Value)

Family 3
Attribute : Internal ambiance and deco r

Male 1 .012 .000
Female 0 .708 .000, R 2 = .7 1

Attribute : Foo d
Male 0 .468 .000
Female 0 .182 .022, R2 = .6 5

Attribute : Serving
Male 0 .105 .23 9
Female 0 .15 .024, R 2 = .5 5

Attribute : Bran d
Male 0 .885 .000
Female 0 .017 .681, R 2 = .5 9

Family 15

.000
Attribute : Internal ambiance and deco r

Male

	

0 .77 2
Female

	

0 .922 .000, R 2 = .8 5
Attribute : Foo d

Male

	

0 .626 .000
Female

	

0 .398 .000, R 2 = .8 3
Attribute : Che f

Male

	

0 .46 .000
Female

	

0 .072 .017, R 2 = .5 1
Attribute : Bran d

Male

	

0 .359 .000
Female

	

0 .68 .000, R 2 = .74

partners' earning status . Exhibit 3 shows the result o f
paired t-tests of three selected families from five familie s
discussed before .

To estimate the strength of each spouse's bargaining
power (K), joint utility is regressed on individual utility of
each spouse . We randomly selected two families (Family 3
and Family 15) from five previously selected families fo r
this test . We considered four attributes that were the mos t
important to each spouse to determine his or her bargainin g
power, with the results shown in Exhibit 4 . For Family 1
these attributes were ambiance and decor, food, serving .
and the brand, whereas for Family 15, the attributes were
ambiance and decor, food, chef, and the brand . We found
that both members have bargaining power . but that the
power sometimes depends on the attribute . The husband in
Family 3 has a higher bargaining power in three of the fou r
attributes, for instance. But Family 15's husband has highe r
bargaining power in just two attributes (food and chef), an d
his wife has a higher bargaining power in the other two
attributes (internal ambiance and brand). This finding
again shows the balanced bargaining power in couple s

where both have external income .

Managerial Implications

Perhaps the most important implication for this study i s
that restaurant owners need to recognize that the decisio n
to patronize their restaurant is undoubtedly the product o f
negotiation . Moreover, the selection decision is separat e
from consumption of the restaurant service . Although mar-
keters are largely motivated by consumption behavio r
when their customers are inside the restaurant (Verma ,
Plaschka, and Louviere 2002), a completely different pro-
cess may occur during selection of restaurant . Even during
consumption, the effects of the previous negotiation ma y
be seen, when one family member may act as a buyin g
agent inside the restaurant and is implementing a negoti-
ated decision already taken during selection of the restau-
rant . It is also important for the marketer to note that th e
dynamics of an individual's choice of which restaurant to
patronize can vary widely from the family's restauran t
choice .

Chances are that the restaurateur will not be party to th e
selection negotiation, but if the restaurant owner can dis-
cern individual differences between preferences, motives ,
and even utilities among spouses, the restaurant owner may
be able to offer restaurant services more effectively . I t
appears that the process of merchandising to two-incom e
couples is different from that of one-income couples ,
because the restaurant has to appeal to both parties wit h
external income . The intertwined bargaining power o f
single-earner families is harder to fathom .

Restaurants might be able to collect the information
regarding whether local residents are largely single-earne r
families or dual-earner families . Successful segmentation
strategy on the basis of family bargaining may be imple-
mented along demographic lines . Creating and catering to
attribute-specific interest in individual family member s
would give marketers a well-directed outcome of their mar-
keting investments . If corroborated by further research ,
marketing professionals, to ensure the ultimate acceptanc e
of a new product, may want to examine their plans to mak e
certain that product communication specifically addresse s
wives' need for sensation .

Conclusion and Future Research
This study investigated joint purchase decision behavio r
considering individual preferences and bargaining behav-
ior . An accurate assessment of individual preference struc-
ture and influence is necessary in many purchase context s
where a joint buying decision is involved . This study con-
siders budget constraints of the individual consumer i n
deriving utility by separately considering each consumer ' s

budget for personal consumption and for family consump-
tion . Derivation of consumer utility under budget constraint s
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would simulate the actual purchase decision more accu-
rately . Findings from this study provide evidence of a
separate utility function that applies to the family . Hence ,
individual budget constraints of both members in the famil y
call for different utilities in entertainment products . Finally ,
this study captures intrafamily bargaining due to two type s
of budget constraints and investigates the existence of non -
cooperative bargaining and cooperative bargaining in th e
family purchase decision .

Two major findings emerged from the empirical inves-
tigation . (1) Spouses have two separate utility functions i n
relation to the family buying decision . These separate util-
ity functions exist due to individual budget constraints fo r
self-consumption and for family consumption of an enter-
tainment product, as well as an individual's varied prefer-
ence for several product attributes . (2) Different familie s
engage in different types of bargaining behavior while tak-
ing joint purchase decisions . Each spouse exerts bargain-
ing power to optimize his or her own utility in the join t
decision . The family purchase decision involves interac-
tion in which spouses exert individual power and promote
their preferences . Corfman and Lehmann (1987) and Su ,
Fern, and Ye (2003) opined that the influence of one
spouse's preferences varies according to the response of
the other spouse to suggestions regarding those prefer-
ences . While Corfman and Lehmann did not show any
empirical evidence, Su et al . presented it in aggregate, tha t
is, without eliciting spouse-level preference and influence .
The results from our study show that each spouse has dif-
ferent bargaining pattern depending on his or her prefer-
ence and budget allocation . The approach adopted in thi s
study involves individual preference and bargaining behav-
ior through choice data at both the individual level an d
group level .

This study has certain limitations . The study has exam-
ined family decision making of a numerically and geo-
graphically limited set of families regarding the selection
of a moderately priced family style (casual dining) restau-
rant . The result may not generalize to other, less expensiv e
restaurants, such as quick service restaurants, where th e
impact on individuals' budgets of a particular choice i s
small compared with the overall entertainment budget .
This is one of the interesting dimensions for future research ,
which may focus on how an individual family member' s
preference structure and bargaining behavior change i n
multiple buying contexts . For example, the preference
structure and bargaining behavior of the husband woul d
possibly change in case of a dinner celebrated on the occa-
sion of his daughter's birthday when compared with hi s
reaction to a weekend dinner . In addition, future researc h
should investigate spousal dynamics in other cultura l
contexts .

Appendix A
List ofAttributes and Thei r
Levels Considered in the Study

Inside decor and I . Restaurant with conventional
ambiance

	

interior decor and ambiance as
shown in the photo or video

2. Luxurious internal decor with large r
table spacing and designed ligh t
to suit high-end ambiance of th e
restaurant as shown in the photo
or video

3. Internal ambiance with designe d
lighting, large table spacing wit h
one side glass overlooking th e
courtyard as shown in the phot o
or video

4. Theme internal decor and ambianc e
(like cave, forest, aquarium, etc .) a s
shown in the photo or vide o

	

2 .

	

Music

	

I . Soft background musi c
2. Live music on stage located in on e

side of the restaurant
3. Live music in the sitting area wher e

singers sing near the guests

	

3 .

	

Food

	

I . Single cuisine as available i n
restauran t

2. Multicuisin e
3. Exotic food and the chef explain s

the recip e
4. Special dish as named or described

by yo u

	

4 .

	

Chef

	

I . Food is prepared by ordinary chef
2. Food is prepared by chef from sta r

restaurant
3 . Food is prepared by chef from

three-star hote l
4. Food is prepared by chef from five -

star hote l

	

5 .

	

Serving staff

	

I . Served by boys
2. Served by girl s
3. Exclusive serving boy or girl assigned

to the tabl e
4. Serving boys or girls trained an d

dressed to match with the theme o f
the restauran t

	

6 .

	

Brand of

	

I . Taking dinner in local restaurants
restaurant

	

(e .g ., Copper Handy, Blue Fox)
2. Taking dinner in restaurant chai n

(e .g ., Mainland China)
3. Taking dinner in a restauran t

maintained by Tajo
4. Taking dinner in restauran t

maintained by Sheraton
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Appendix A (continued)
SL . No . Attributes Level s

7. Price of the I . Price for a dinner in abov e
dinner, excluding restaurant is approximately Rs . 900
drinks (US$18) per coupl e

2 . Price for a dinner in abov e
restaurant is approximately Rs . 1,20 0
(US$24) per coupl e

3 . Price for a dinner in abov e
restaurant is approximately Rs . 1,40 0
(US$28) per coupl e

4 . Price for a dinner in abov e
restaurant is approximately Rs . 1,60 0
(US$32) per coupl e

5 . Price for a dinner in abov e
restaurant is approximately Rs . 1,80 0
(US$36) per coupl e

6 . Price for a dinner in abov e
restaurant is approximately Rs . 2,00 0
(US$40) per couple

Appendix B
Sample ID Number of
Family Respondent No . 34
FAM 200034 MALE = Stage I ID of the male member of th e

family.
FAM 200034 FEMALE = Stage I ID of the female member of the

family.
FAM 200034 JOINT = Stage II ID for joint response of the family .
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Notes
1 . An outcome is Pareto optimal when no party can make a furthe r

utility gain without others suffering a loss .

2 . Note that 0 is actually U . Uf, and Uh of several product alter-
natives in different choice sets .
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